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Rocky Mountain Geology
Information for Contributors

Rocky Mountain Geology is published
twice yearly by the Department of Geology and Geophysics, The University of
Wyoming. The focus of the journal is
regional geology and paleontology of the
Rocky Mountains and adjacent areas of
western North America. Except by invitation, manuscripts must contain results of
previously unpublished, original research;
occasional special articles or theme issues
may be solicited by the editors.
SUBMITTING MANUSCRIPTS
All relevant files for your manuscript, including text, figures, and
tables, should be sent electronically
via e-mail or some other means over
the Internet. Paper submissions are no
longer accepted, unless the author does
not have access to an Internet connection. If you cannot submit your article via any electronic means, please

mail two copies of your paper manuscript along with your electronic files
saved to a CD. Double-space all text,
including figure captions, references
cited, appendices, and other miscellaneous items. Use one-inch margins
all around, a 12-point type-size, and
leave the right margin unjustified. Use a
maximum of three hierarchical levels of
headings (level 1, BOLD CAPS; level
2, Bold Caps and Lower Case; and
level 3, Caps and Lower Case Boldface Italic), all flush-left. Do not use
a separate title page, and avoid use of
footnotes. Include a suggested runninghead (for use on the top of alternate
pages). An abstract encapsulating the
findings, conclusions, and implications of the research must accompany
all manuscripts. Also include a listing
of key words, usually with a maximum
of fifteen. Retain original copies of all
figures and tables until the manuscript
is formally accepted. Review copies of
figures must be of quality adequate for

all potential aspects of evaluation.
Submit manuscripts via e-mail to:
rmg@uwyo.edu or via mail to: Rocky
Mountain Geology, Department of
Geology and Geophysics, Dept. 3006,
The University of Wyoming, Laramie
WY 82071, U.S.A. If the article is
coauthored, specify a corresponding
author. Please provide the names, titles,
and complete mailing addresses of several individuals qualified to review the
manuscript. Such persons, in addition
to those selected by the editors, may
be asked to evaluate the paper. Please
also include the email addresses of the
author(s) and proposed reviewers.
MANUSCRIPT ACCEPTANCE
Judgments of the paper’s acceptability and suggestions for enhancement are sent to the author, at which
time he or she may be requested to
rework parts in light of referee comments. The paper is then resubmit(continued on next page)
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ted, and may be reevaluated prior to
acceptance. Authors should retain one
pristine copy of the manuscript and all
illustrations in case of loss or damage
during transport.
Upon acceptance of the manuscript for publication, authors must
submit the entirety of the text, including figure captions, references cited,
and appendices via e-mail or some
other means over the Internet. Mailing
a CD is also acceptable. Camera-ready
originals of tables and illustrations
(and their files in digital form if
computer-composed) must accompany the final text. The Rocky Mountain Geology production team uses a
Apple OS X/Adobe-based computer
system for page composition. We ask,
therefore, that all electronic files (text,
figures, tables) be submitted by the
authors in formats that are compatible
with OS X and Adobe software.
STYLE FOR TEXT AND
REFERENCES
Style in the basic text and captions
should follow conventions used in current issues of this journal; in sections
dealing with systematic paleontology,
use the heading arrangements characteristic of current issues. Bibliographic
citations and tables should conform
to specifications in: Guidelines for authors of papers submitted to the Geological Society of America Bulletin, v.
108, p. 1068–1072 and 1197–1198.
The metric system of weights and measures must be used. Where appropriate, however, metric designations may
follow measures in the English system
(e.g., “. . . a 1,763 ft- (537 m-) thick
section . . .”). Abbreviations must be
defined at (or in advance of ) their first
use. Manuscripts not following the requested style may be returned to the
author without review.
FIGURES, TABLES, AND
OVERSIZED PAGES
Provide numbers for figures and
tables, and refer to each of them in the

text. List figure captions on a separate
page following the references. Tables,
each with a suggested title, should be
reproduced separately and placed after
the figure captions; please keep tables to
a minimum. Do not insert figures or tables within text of the manuscript; rather, indicate on the manuscript (between
paragraphs) approximately where figures and tables should be inserted upon
publication. All illustrations must be
referred to as “figures.” Oversized items
will be placed as electronic attachments
at the end of the paper, with thumbnail
versions at appropriate positions within
the text. In illustrations, special attention should be given to designation of
orientations of views, scale used, and
clarity of identification of discrete subjects within a figure. Include one or
more linear scales using metric units on
the figure itself; do not include magnifications in figure captions. Specify any
vertical exagerations.
Typewriter- or handwritten lettering on figures is unacceptable. Except
for thumbnails, submitted figures
should be no more than twice the size
of intended reduction, and dimensions
of a finished page cannot exceed 6.75
x 9 inches. Plan illustrations for publication at full-, half-, or third-page
widths. Rasterized graphics submitted digitally must have a resolution
of at least 300 dpi, and the fonts used
must be Adobe-compatible (submitted
Microsoft fonts will be substituted).
Photographs, if not transmitted
digitally, must be printed clearly on
glossy paper. Fossils or other specimens should be illuminated from the
viewer’s upper left. Wherever possible,
authors are requested to make backgrounds of figures white. Notations
identifying author and figure number
must be made outside the image area.
COVER ILLUSTRATION
Cover illustrations ordinarily pertain to an article in the issue and represent something of general scientific,
regional, or historical interest. The editors invite submission of such illustra-

tions for possible use, accompanied by
brief, informative captions. Collages
are possible, and cover illustrations
typically will be reproduced in color.
All graphics for potential cover illustrations must be submitted as highresolution images.
PROOFS
Digital proofs of the article will
be sent to the corresponding author
in PDF format via e-mail. The author
should check the proofs carefully for
errors and omissions in text, figures,
legends, tables, appendices, and bibliographic references. The author should
either mark corrections directly on
printouts of the proofs (proofreaders’
marks can be found in most American
dictionaries) or within the PDF file
using Acrobat Professional, Acrobat
Reader, or OS X Preview, and promptly return the corrections and edited
manuscript to the Managing Editor.
Production charges accruing from excessive changes in proofs must be assumed by the authors. Most aspects of
photocomposition will be completed
in Laramie by staff of Rocky Mountain
Geology, using software standard for
desktop publishing. Proofs, therefore,
ordinarily will be in the form of page
proofs. Whenever appropriate, routine
communications dealing with manuscripts will be transmitted via e-mail.
Original illustrations will be returned
to the corresponding author following
publication of the article.
PAGE CONTRIBUTIONS AND
REPRINTS
Although authors are asked to contribute $20.00 per page toward costs
of digital production, payment is voluntary and is unrelated to manuscript
acceptance. Complimentary offprints
will be delivered via e-mail to the
corresponding author in the form of
two PDFs, optimized for print and
electronic use. Consult directly with
Managing for current policies related
to open access publication.

